
Sexual harassment is unwelcome verbal, non-verbal, or physical conduct of a

sexual nature or based on someone’s gender or gender expression that is

severe or pervasive, objectively offensive, and creates a hostile educational or

work environment.

The conduct must be unwelcome to the recipient, and a reasonable person in

the recipient’s position must also perceive the conduct as constituting sexual

harassment.

The definition can be read in full as it appears in Carleton College’s policy

against sexual misconduct

(https://apps.carleton.edu/handbook/healthsafety/?

a=student&policy_id=18308).

Hostile Environments
A hostile environment occurs when conduct or communication has the effect

of substantially interfering with an individual’s employment or education. 

Even a single, severe incident can create a hostile educational or work

environment.  To determine whether a hostile environment has been created,

a variety of factors related to the severity, persistence, or pervasiveness of the

conduct will be considered. 

Examples

This is an example of unwelcome sexual advances, when submission to or

rejection of that conduct or communication by an individual is used as a

factor in decisions affecting that individual’s employment or education.

What can sexual

harassment look like?

sharing sexually

inappropriate images or

videos, such as

pornography

sending suggestive

letters, notes, or emails

displaying inappropriate

sexual images or posters

in public spaces

telling lewd jokes or

sharing sexual anecdotes

making inappropriate

sexual gestures

staring in a sexually

suggestive or offensive

manner

whistling or catcalling

making sexual comments

about appearance,

clothing, or body parts

pinching, patting, or

rubbing

purposefully brushing up

against another person

other inappropriate

touching

asking sexual questions,

such as questions about

someone's sexual history

or their sexual orientation

making offensive

comments about

someone's sexual

orientation or gender

identity

[These examples were adapted from

jobsearch.com

(http://jobsearch.about.com/od/harassment/q

Of-Sexual-Harassment.htm)]
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“I tried to get into a class three times but was always put on the

waiting list. When I told the professor that I had to take the class in

order to graduate, he told me he could make an exception to the class

size limit if I went out for a drink with him. I really need to take this

class, but now the professor scares me. I don’t know what to do.”

“

“Another student followed me around campus for weeks. Some of my

friends said he pressed them for details about my schedule. He called

me at two in the morning several nights in a row and wrote me notes

commenting on how attractive he found me. Once, on the Goodhue

bridge, he blocked my way and I could not get by him until someone

else came along. Despite my refusals to join him for dinner and my

repeated pleadings for him to leave me alone, he continues to pursue

me.”

“
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These persistent attempts to contact and follow another student may

constitute stalking under our Policies Against Sexual Harassment.

The pictures posted on this dorm door are creating an offensive environment

for the student speaking.

This is an example of conduct or communication that substantially interferes

with this student’s education by creating an intimidating educational

environment.

“Quid pro quo” Harassment

This occurs when submission

to conduct or communication

is made a term or condition,

either explicitly or implicitly,

of obtaining an employment

or educational benefit, or is a

factor in decisions affecting

an individual’s employment or

education. This can look like:

requiring sexual favors in

exchange for hiring, a

promotion, or a grade.

disciplining or penalizing

an employee because

they end a consensual

relationship.

refusing to write

recommendations for a

student because the

student refuses sexual

advances.

changing work or

academic assignments

because an employee or

student refuses

invitations for a date or

other private, social

meetings.

“One of the women on the first floor of my dorm pasted provocative

pictures of naked men and women all over her door. Her room is next

to mine — I can’t just avoid her door or pretend the pictures don’t

bother me. She teases me because I am obviously uncomfortable with

this. It makes me really angry.”

“

“One of my profs commented on my involvement with sexual assault

issues on campus. He asked me if my interests inhibited my sexual

experiences with men. He asked me if I was lonely at night. This

makes me feel uncomfortable. I no longer meet with him in his office.”

“
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